Improve morale &
boost productivity
by thinking beyond
security
The client

Products used:
One door
2 x Integrated
individual systems

Already a client of Welcome Gate, a large tech

With an initial recommendation to lock down

staff to access the in-house gym at times that

us to integrate a two-point system that not only

With over 1,000 staff and a focus on improving

data to staff. By linking data from the access

integrate a multifunctional security tool that could

log in and physically see how busy the gym was in

members of busy periods throughout the day.

journey to the allocated area, which could have

firm based in London needed help in encouraging

the gym to secure the equipment, this enabled

suited them, without encountering a busy gym.

protected the gym but could feed back valuable

wellbeing across the company, the firm wanted to

control system to their intranet, staff could then

be used to secure the gym as well as inform staff

real-time, saving overall time (and effort) on the

The challenge

been 6 floors away from their work environment.

Healthy employees lead to a happy office

environment! With a vested interest in promoting

a healthy workforce, the firm wanted to deliver an
area that would provide staff respite from their
demanding roles; offering a place to stimulate
their overall wellbeing. One of the biggest

challenges the firm faced, was understanding
if and when the gym would be used and how

Using two intelligent security systems that could

gym, they could then look at ways of promoting

feed in the maximum capacity the gym could

frequently. By identifying the accessibility of the

monitor who entered and exited the gym and

the gym internally.

hold, the systems sent updates to the companies

The solution

time of day to take a break from their desks.

As an existing client of Welcome Gate, we

intranet, which enabled staff to allocate the best

understood their requirements and their existing

The solution was a success. Today the firm has a

solution that would seamlessly fit within their way

increase and the gym is in full swing throughout

systems, allowing us to deliver an access control

thriving, happy workforce, productivity is on the

of working, quickly and easily.

the day.

Interested in seeing how access control data could benefit your
business? Talk to our team today on 020 7620 6288.

